Abstract. We define and study extensions of the Artin and Perron-Vannier representations of braid groups to topological and algebraic generalizations of braid groups. We provide faithful representations of braid groups of oriented surfaces with boundary as automorphisms of finitely generated free groups. The induced representations of such groups as outer automorphisms of finitely generated free groups are still faithful. Also we give a representation of braid groups of closed surfaces as outer automorphisms of finitely generated free groups. Finally, we provide faithful representations of Artin-Tits groups of type D as automorphisms of free groups.
Introduction
Braid groups are ubiquitous objects: in this paper we focus on their interpretations as automorphisms of free groups, and we define and discuss possible extensions to topological and algebraic generalizations.
In what follows F n will denote the free group of rank n with the set of generators fx 1 ; x 2 ; . . . ; x n g, and AutðF n Þ will denote the group of automorphisms of F n .
As remarked by Artin, the braid group B n may be represented as a subgroup of AutðF n Þ by associating to any (classical) generator s i of B n , for i ¼ 1; 2; . . . ; n À 1, the following automorphism of F n :
i ; x iþ1 7 ! x i ; x l 7 ! x l ; l 0 i; i þ 1:
Artin proved a stronger result (see for instance [11, Theorem 5. where s is a permutation in the symmetric group S n , and a i A F n .
Generalizations of the Artin representation have been provided by Wada [17] , by Crisp and Paris [6] (in order to construct group invariants of oriented links), and by Godelle [8] .
In Section 2 we recall the definition of braid groups of orientable surfaces, and in Section 3 we provide representations of braid groups of orientable surfaces with boundary as automorphisms of finitely generated free groups. These representations are a particular case of a family of representations of braid groups of orientable surfaces with boundary that, even if not explicitly stated and computed, can be obtained from certain exact sequences given in [9] . In Section 3 we prove also that our representations are faithful (Theorem 4), and in Section 4 we show that induced representations of surface braid groups as outer automorphisms are still faithful when the surface has positive genus (Theorem 7).
As already remarked by several authors (see for instance [9, §2.2]), it is not possible to extend Artin representations to braid groups of closed oriented surfaces. Section 5 is devoted to giving an algebraic argument for this fact (Proposition 5 and Remark 2), and to providing a representation of braid groups of closed surfaces in the outer automorphism group of a finitely generated free group (Proposition 7).
Another interesting representation of B n is the braid monodromy representation (also called the Perron-Vannier representation) of B n into AutðF nÀ1 Þ, that was proved to be faithful in [7] and [16] . In Section 6 we consider the braid monodromy representation of B n in AutðF nÀ1 Þ, and we provide a faithful representation of the nth ArtinTits group of type D in AutðF n Þ (Proposition 9).
Braid groups of orientable surfaces: possible definitions
Surface braids as collections of paths. Let P ¼ fp 1 ; . . . ; p n g be a set of n distinct points ( punctures) in the interior of an orientable connected surface S, closed or with boundary.
A geometric braid on S based at P is a collection ðc 1 ; . . . ; c n Þ of n disjoint paths (called strands) on S Â ½0; 1 such that for i ¼ 1; . . . ; n the following hold: Two geometric braids b 0 , b 1 are considered to be equivalent if there is a continuous family of geometric braids b t , t A ½0; 1. The usual composition of paths defines a group structure on equivalence classes of braids. Such a group, usually denoted by B n ðSÞ, does not depend on the choice of P but just on its cardinality, and it is called the braid group on n strands of S. The nth braid group of the disk D 2 , B n ðD 2 Þ, is isomorphic to B n . The usual generator s i , for i ¼ 1; . . . ; n À 1, can be represented by a geometric braid in D 2 Â ½0; 1 with all vertical strands except the ith and the ði þ 1Þst ones drawing a half-positive twist. We recall that the braid group B n embeds into B n ðSÞ if S is di¤erent from the sphere and we can take as (representative of the) image of the usual generator s i of B n , the geometric braid in S Â ½0; 1 with all vertical strands except the ith and the ði þ 1Þth ones drawing a half-positive twist (see for instance [4] or [14] ).
In what follows we will denote by S g; p an orientable surface of genus g with p boundary components (with the notation S g :¼ S g; 0 ) and by B n ðS g; p Þ the braid group on n strands of S g; p .
Surface braids as mapping classes. The mapping class group of a surface S g; p , ðM g; p Þ, is the group of isotopy classes of orientation-preserving self-homeomorphisms which fix the boundary components pointwise.
As above, let P ¼ fp 1 ; . . . ; p n g be a set of n distinct points ( punctures) in the interior of the surface S g; p . The punctured mapping class group of S g; p relative to P is the group of isotopy classes of orientation-preserving self-homeomorphisms which fix the boundary components pointwise, and which fix P setwise. This group, that we will denote by M n g; p , does not depend on the choice of P, but just on its cardinality. Let c n; 0 : M n g; p ! M g; p be the homomorphism which 'forgets' the set P. When p ¼ 0 and g > 1, according to a well-known result of Birman [4, Chapter 4.1], the group B n ðS g Þ is isomorphic to ker c n; 0 . The statement of Birman's theorem concerns the case of closed surfaces, but the proof extends naturally to the case of surfaces with boundary and we have the following result.
Theorem 1 (see [4, Chapter 4.1] ). Let g; p > 0 (or p ¼ 0 and g > 1), and let c n; 0 : M n g; p ! M g; p be the homomorphism induced by the map which forgets the set P. The group B n ðS g; p Þ is isomorphic to ker c n; 0 .
Geometrically, the correspondence between ker c n; 0 and B n ðS g; p Þ can be realized as follows: given a homeomorphism h of S g; p isotopic to the identity Id of S g; p and fixing boundary components pointwise and the set P setwise, the track of the punctures p 1 ; . . . ; p n under an isotopy from h to Id is the geometric braid corresponding to the homeomorphism h.
In what follows we recall group presentations for braid groups of orientable surfaces given in [1] , distinguishing the case of surfaces with boundary from that of closed surfaces.
Representations of braid groups of orientable surfaces with boundary
In this section, we will consider an orientable surface S g; p of genus g > 0 and with p > 0 boundary components. We will also set n d 2. Recall that B 1 ðS g; p Þ is isomorphic to the fundamental group of S g; p (the free group on 2g þ p À 1 generators).
3.1 A group presentation for B n (S g, p ). We can depict generators of B n ðS g; p Þ as follows. First, let us represent S g; p as a polygon L of 4g sides with the standard identification of edges and with p removed disks. Given a braid in L Â ½0; 1, we can consider a (generic) projection on L Â f0g, which we draw with the usual 'over and under' information at the crossing points. To the generators of B n ðS g; p Þ we therefore associate the braids in L Â f0g depicted in Figure 1 .
Note that in the braid a i (respectively b j ) the only non-trivial string is the first one, which goes through the wall a i (respectively the wall b j ). Note also that s 1 ; . . . ; s nÀ1 are the projections of the classical braid generators of the disk. Finally, in the generator z i , the only non-trivial string is the first one which is a loop around the ith boundary component.
In what follows, we will set x 2kÀ1 :¼ a k and x 2k :¼ b k for k ¼ 1; . . . ; g in order to simplify the notation.
Theorem 2 (see [1] 
mixed relations:
We refer the reader to [1] for a verification that the above relations hold for these (equivalence classes of ) braids.
Extending
Artin's representation. Artin's representation of B n into AutðF n Þ given in the introduction can be obtained as follows. First we recall that we have a surjective homomorphism p : B n ! S n ; such that pðs i Þ ¼ ði; i þ 1Þ for i ¼ 1; . . . ; n À 1, associating to any braid the corresponding permutation.
Let us write D n ¼ p À1 ðS nÀ1 Þ. We therefore have an exact sequence (see for instance [5] 
where q n is the morphism which forgets the nth strand, and ker q n is a free group on n À 1 generators. The group B nÀ1 embeds naturally in B n as the group generated by s 1 ; . . . ; s nÀ2 : these elements do not involve the nth strand. Therefore B nÀ1 embeds in D n , and such an embedding is (the natural) section for q n . The action by conjugation of B nÀ1 on F nÀ1 (the kernel of q n ) induced by such a section coincides with Artin's representation of B nÀ1 in AutðF nÀ1 Þ.
In what follows we study a possible extension of Artin's representation to surface braid groups of surfaces with boundary using a similar exact sequence. First, as in the case of classical braids, let us consider the morphism which associates to any surface braid the corresponding permutation:
p : B n ðS g; p Þ ! S n ; Let us write D n ðS g; p Þ ¼ p À1 ðS nÀ1 Þ.
. Let q n : D n ðS g; p Þ ! B nÀ1 ðS g; p Þ be the map which forgets the last strand. We have the exact sequence
As in the classical case the map q n : D n ðS g; p Þ ! B nÀ1 ðS g; p Þ has a natural section i : B nÀ1 ðS g; p Þ ! B n ðS g; p Þ defined by sending the generators of B nÀ1 ðS g; p Þ defined in Theorem 2 to the corresponding generators of B n ðS g; p Þ.
In fact, this morphism is well defined (it su‰ces to verify that the relations are respected) and it maps B nÀ1 ðS g; p Þ into a subgroup of D n ðS g; p Þ, since the last strand is fixed. The morphism i : B nÀ1 ðS g; p Þ ! B n ðS g; p Þ corresponds topologically to adding a strand 'at infinity' (see for instance [1] ) and it is well known to be an embedding: the injectivity can be deduced for instance as a particular case of [14, Proposition 2.2] .
In what follows we give a di¤erent proof of the injectivity of
verifying that i is a section for q n : D n ðS g; p Þ ! B nÀ1 ðS g; p Þ, and we determine the induced action of B nÀ1 ðS g; p Þ on p 1 ðS g; pþnÀ1 Þ (which is a free group on n þ p þ 2g À 2 generators; we provide a set of defining relations of D n ðS g; p Þ using the well-known Reidemeister-Schreier method; see [13, Chapter 2] . At the end of the section, we prove that this action is faithful using the interpretation of surface braids as the mapping classes described in Section 2. Let M n ¼ fm l j 1 c l c ng be the set defined as follows:
It is easy to prove (see [1] ) that jB n ðS g; p Þ : D n ðS g; p Þj ¼ n and that M n is a Schreier set of coset representatives of D n ðS g; p Þ in B n ðS g; p Þ: Define the map À : B n ðS g; p Þ ! M n which takes an element w A B n ðS g; p Þ to the representative w from M n . The element ww À1 belongs to D n ðS g; p Þ and, by [13, Theorem 2.7] , the group D n ðS g; p Þ is generated by
where l runs over the set M n and a runs over the set of generators of B n ðS g; p Þ. 
Case 2. If a A fx 1 ; . . . ; x 2g g, for any l A M n the representative of la in M n is l; therefore we obtain the generators
Case 3. If a A fz 1 ; . . . ; z pÀ1 g, as in Case 2, for any l A M n the representative of la in M n is l and we therefore obtain the generators
To obtain the defining relations of D n ðS g; p Þ, we define a rewriting process t which allows us to rewrite a word written in terms of the generators of B n ðS g; p Þ, and to represent an element in D n ðS g; p Þ as a word in the generators of D n ðS g; p Þ. To the reduced word
where a l A fs 1 ; s 2 ; . . . ; s nÀ1 ; x 1 ; x 2 ; . . . ; x 2g ; z 1 ; z 2 ; . . . ; z pÀ1 g; let us associate the word
. . s e n k n ; a n in the generators of D n ðS g; p Þ, where k j is a representative of the ( j À 1)th initial segment of the word u if e j ¼ 1 and k j is a representative of the jth initial segment of the word u if e j ¼ À1. By [13, Theorem 2.9] , the group D n ðS g; p Þ is defined by relations
where r m is a defining relation of B n ðS g; p Þ. and the following relations:
braid relations:
mixed relations: 
The generators s 1 ; . . . ; s nÀ2 , x 1 ; . . . ; x 2g , z 1 ; . . . ; z pÀ1 generate a group isomorphic to B nÀ1 ðS g; p Þ (see also [1, Remark 3.1] ). It is easy to see that the relations (B1), (B2), (R1.1), (R2.1); . . . ; (R8.1) form a complete set of relations for B nÀ1 ðS g; p Þ: in other words, the natural embedding i : B nÀ1 ðS g; p Þ ! D n ðS g; p Þ is a section for q n . From the other relations, we can find the following conjugation formulae:
Now let U nÀ1; g; p be the subgroup of D n ðS g; p Þ generated by ft 1 ; . . . ; t nÀ1 ; w 1 ; . . . ; w 2g ; x 1 ; . . . ; x pÀ1 g: Section 2] ). Let q n : D n ðS g; p Þ ! B nÀ1 ðS g; p Þ be the map which forgets the last strand. The group U nÀ1; g; p coincides with ker q n and is a free group of rank n þ p þ 2g À 2.
From relations (S1); . . . ; (S19), we deduce the action by conjugation of B nÀ1 ðS g; p Þ on U nÀ1; g; p . Therefore, replacing n À 1 by n, we obtain the following representation of B n ðS g; p Þ in AutðU n; g; p Þ, where U n; g; p is a free group of rank n þ p þ 2g À 1.
Theorem 3. The group B n ðS g; p Þ (with g > 0, p > 0 and n d 2) acts by conjugation on the free group U n; g; p . Therefore we have a representation r U : B n ðS g; p Þ ! AutðU n; g; p Þ defined on the generators s 1 ; . . . ; s nÀ1 , x 1 ; . . . ; x 2g , z 1 ; . . . ; z pÀ1 as follows:
; t i 7 ! t i ; 2 c i c n; w z j r 7 ! w r ; 1 c r c 2gÞ;
3.3 The faithfulness of r U : B n (S g, p ) ? Aut(U n, g, p ). We outline a proof of the faithfulness of the representation r U of B n ðS g; p Þ given in Theorem 3 using the interpretation of surface braids as mapping classes given in Section 2.
In what follows, T C will denote the Dehn twist along the simple closed curve C. We recall that a simple closed curve C is essential if the corresponding Dehn twist is not isotopic to the identity.
Let C and D be two simple closed curves bounding an annulus containing only the puncture p j . We shall say that the multitwist T C T À1 D is a j-bounding pair braid, also called a spin map in [4, p. 158] .
Let M n g; p be the n-punctured mapping class group of S g; p defined in Section 2. Associating to any element of M g; p be the map which forgets the last marked point. The group U nÀ1; g; p is isomorphic to ker p n .
Proof. Let P ¼ fp 1 ; . . . ; p n g be a set of n distinct points. Let h be a homeomorphism of S g; p that fixes the boundary components pointwise. Suppose also that h fixes the point p n and the set Pnf p n g setwise. The homeomorphism h represents a mapping classh h A ker p n if and only if h is isotopic relative to Pnf p 1 ; . . . ; p nÀ1 g to the identity of S g; p . The track of the punctures p 1 ; . . . ; p n under such an isotopy H t from H 0 :¼ h to H 1 ¼ Id is a geometric braid where the only non-trivial strand is the nth one, which by definition corresponds to an element of U nÀ1; g; p .
The generators t 1 ; . . . ; t nÀ1 , w 1 ; . . . ; w 2g , x 1 ; . . . ; x pÀ1 of U nÀ1; g; p , considered as mapping classes, correspond to n-bounding pair braids in M n g; p , and any n-bounding pair braid is a composition of these n-bounding pair braids and their inverses (see also [3, Remark 14] for a similar observation). Therefore we can identify ker p n as the subgroup generated by n-bounding pair braids. r Proof. As remarked at the end of Proposition 2, B n ðS g; p Þ embeds naturally in B nþ1 ðS g; p Þ. According to Theorem 1 the group B n ðS g; p Þ is therefore a subgroup of M nþ1 g; p : mapping classes corresponding to the image of B n ðS g; p Þ fix the last point p nþ1 and we conclude that B n ðS g; p Þ can also be considered as a subgroup of D Proof. It su‰ces to recall that the group M nÀ1 g; p is centerless (see [15] ). If x belongs to the center of D n g; p , it follows that x belongs to (the center of ) ker p n , which is a free group; therefore x ¼ 1. r Theorem 4. Let g; p > 0 and n d 2. The representation r U : B n ðS g; p Þ ! AutðU n; g; p Þ given in Theorem 3 is faithful.
Proof. Since U n; g; p is a normal subgroup of D g; p such that YðgÞ ¼ 1 and let C be an essential curve. We can associate to the curve C another simple closed curve D such that they bound an annulus containing only the puncture p nþ1 . The mapping class T C T À1 D is then a ðn þ 1Þ-bounding pair braid.
From a simple argument using the index of intersection of curves (see for instance [2, Proposition 2.10]) one can easily deduce that gðCÞ ¼ C. Therefore, since gðCÞ ¼ C for any essential curve C, it follows that g is isotopic to the identity (by [10, Lemma 5.1 and Theorem 5.3]), and so Y is injective.
According to Lemma 2, B n ðS g; p Þ is a subgroup of D nþ1 g; p . Moreover, the action considered in Theorem 3 corresponds to the action by conjugation of B n ðS g; p Þ on U n; g; p as subgroup of D nþ1 g; p . The faithfulness of the action by conjugation of B n ðS g; p Þ on U n; g; p therefore follows from the injectivity of Y : D nþ1 g; p ! AutðU n; g; p Þ. r Theorem 4 extends trivially to the case g ¼ 0.
Theorem 5 (see [1] ). Let p > 0 and n d 2. The group B n ðS 0; p Þ admits a presentation with generators s 1 ; . . . ; s nÀ1 , z 1 ; . . . ; z pÀ1 , and the following defining relations: braid relations:
Theorem 6. The group B n ðS 0; p Þ (with p > 0 and n d 2) acts by conjugation on the free group F nþpÀ1 generated by ft 1 ; . . . ; t n ; x 1 ; . . . ; x pÀ1 g. Therefore we have a representation r F : B n ðS 0; p Þ ! AutðF nþpÀ1 Þ defined on the generators s 1 ; . . . ; s nÀ1 , z 1 ; . . . ; z pÀ1 as follows:
; t i 7 ! t i ; 2 c i c n;
The representation r F : B n ðS 0; p Þ ! AutðF nþpÀ1 Þ is faithful.
Proof. The computation of the action is a special case of the previous computation. In order to prove that r F : B n ðS 0; p Þ ! AutðF nþpÀ1 Þ is faithful, it su‰ces to recall that, for p > 0, the group B n ðS 0; p Þ is isomorphic to the subgroup B nþpÀ1; pÀ1 of B nþpÀ1 fixing the last p À 1 strands. Our representation coincides with Artin's representation of B nþpÀ1 in AutðF nþpÀ1 Þ restricted to the subgroup B nþpÀ1; pÀ1 . r Proof. Baumslag and Smirnov proved (see for instance [12, Theorem 4.8] ) that any finitely presented group of automorphisms of a free group of finite rank is residually finite. Therefore for m > 1 the statement is a corollary of Theorem 4 and Theorem 6. In the case m ¼ 1, the group B 1 ðS g; p Þ is isomorphic to the fundamental group of S g; p which is free and therefore residually finite. r
Surface braids as outer automorphisms of free groups
As recalled in the introduction, any element b of B n H AutðF n Þ fixes the product x 1 x 2 . . . x n of generators of F n . We prove a similar statement for the group B n ðS g; p Þ, for p > 0.
Proposition 4. Let p > 0 and let U n; g; p be the free group of rank n þ p þ 2g À 1 defined as above. Any element b in B n ðS g; p Þ H AutðU n; g; p Þ fixes the product
Proof. In order to prove the claim, it su‰ces to check that any generator of B n ðS g; p Þ, considered as an automorphism of U n; g; p , fixes the element A.
Case 1: generators s 1 ; . . . ; s nÀ1 . Let F n ¼ ht 1 ; t 2 ; . . . ; t n i be the free group on the generators t 1 ; t 2 ; . . . ; t n . The group B n is a subgroup of B n ðS g; p Þ and by Artin's theorem, B n is a subgroup of AutðF n Þ; composed of automorphisms which fix the product t 1 t 2 . . . t n . Hence, the generator s i also fixes the product t 
Case 2: generators x 1 ; . . . ; x 2g . By Theorem 3 we have
Let us consider
We will distinguish two cases: r ¼ 2m À 1 and r ¼ 2m; where m ¼ 1; . . . ; g: In the first case we have the following equalities:
In the second case we have the following equalities:
In both cases we have
Hence, the action of x r by conjugation on A is given by
and then it is easy to check that A x r ¼ A:
Case 3: generators z 1 , z pÀ1 . By Theorem 3 we have
Hence, A z j ¼ A and the proposition follows. r
We recall that r U : B n ðS g; p Þ ! AutðU n; g; p Þ is the representation of B n ðS g; p Þ defined in Theorem 3. Let p : AutðU n; g; p Þ ! OutðU n; g; p Þ be the canonical projection.
Theorem 7. The representation p r U : B n ðS g; p Þ ! OutðU n; g; p Þ is faithful for p > 0 when g > 0 and for p > 2 when g ¼ 0.
Proof. Since the representation r U : B n ðS g; p Þ ! AutðU n; g; p Þ is faithful (by Theorem 4), we can identify B n ðS g; p Þ with r U ðB n ðS g; p ÞÞ. Now suppose that there exists b A B n ðS g; p Þ V InnðU n; g; p Þ. From Proposition 4 one deduces that b is a conjugate by a power m of
Let g be a generator of B n ðS g; p Þ. Since all elements of B n ðS g; p Þ fix the element A we deduce that
for any x A U n; g; p . One deduces that g À1 bg ¼ b for any generator g of B n ðS g; p Þ, and therefore b belongs to the center of B n ðS g; p Þ. Since B n ðS g; p Þ (with n d 2) has trivial center for p > 0 when g > 0 (from [14] ) and for p > 2 when g ¼ 0, the intersection B n ðS g; p Þ V InnðU n; g; p Þ is trivial and the claim follows. r Remark 1. Let f : B n ! OutðF n Þ be the representation obtained by composing the Artin representation of B n in AutðF n Þ with the canonical projection of AutðF n Þ in OutðF n Þ. This representation is not faithful, and it is easy to see that its kernel is the center of B n .
Braid groups of closed surfaces
Let S g ¼ S g; 0 be a closed, orientable surface of genus g d 1. The group B n ðS g Þ, n > 1 admits a group presentation with generators s 1 ; . . . ; s nÀ1 , x 1 ; . . . ; x 2g ; and the following relations: braid relations: 
As before, let p be the natural projection of B n ðS g Þ to S n , let From Proposition 6, we obtain a representation of B nÀ1 ðS g Þ in AutðV nÀ1; g Þ=hhtii, where t A AutðV nÀ1; g Þ is the conjugation by the word
Therefore, we have the following result:
There exists a representation rṼ V : B nÀ1 ðS g Þ ! OutðV nÀ1; g Þ, in which the action (up to conjugation) on the generators is as follows: 
Question. Is the representation of B nÀ1 ðS g Þ in OutðV nÀ1; g Þ given in Proposition 7 faithful?
6 Artin-Tits groups
We recall that classical braid groups are also called Artin-Tits groups of type A. More precisely, let ðW ; SÞ be a Coxeter system and let us denote the order of the element st in W by m s; t (for s; t A S). Let AðW Þ be the group defined by the following group presentation: On representations of Artin-Tits and surface braid groups ( 2) The group AðD n Þ is isomorphic to F nÀ1 z r D B n , where the projection on the second factor is p D and the section B n ! F nÀ1 z r D B n is just s D . The first item of Proposition 8 was established in [16] by topological means, and the third item is proven in the proof of [7, Proposition 2.3] .
From Proposition 8 we can deduce a faithful representation of AðD n Þ into AutðF n Þ. x 1 7 ! x 1 ; x j 7 ! x À1 1 x j ; j 0 1; n; x n 7 ! x n ;
< :
and for 3 c i c n,
x iÀ2 7 ! x iÀ1 ; x iÀ1 7 ! x iÀ1 x À1 iÀ2 x iÀ1 ; x j 7 ! x j ; j 0 i À 2; i À 1;
is well defined and faithful.
Proof. From Proposition 8 it follows that F nÀ1 z r D B n is isomorphic to AðD n Þ using the morphism w : F nÀ1 z r D B n ! AðD n Þ defined algebraically as follows: wðx i Þ ¼ l i for any generator x i of F nÀ1 and wðs i Þ ¼ d iþ1 for any generator s i of B n .
We remark that F nÀ1 z r D B n is a subgroup of F nÀ1 z AutðF nÀ1 Þ. Now, considering the natural inclusion of AutðF nÀ1 Þ in AutðF n Þ leaving the generator x n invariant and the action by conjugation of F nÀ1 on F n , we obtain a morphism f : F nÀ1 z r D B n ! AutðF n Þ, which can be easily proved to be injective.
By direct calculation, one can verify that iðl i Þ corresponds to the conjugation by x i for i ¼ 1; . . . ; n À 1; moreover, since the restriction of i w to B n coincides with the representation of B n into AutðF n Þ obtained by composing the map r D with the natural inclusion of AutðF nÀ1 Þ in AutðF n Þ leaving the generator x n invariant, we deduce that i w ¼ f, and therefore the claim follows. r grateful to Warren Dicks for pointing out a doubtful argument in a previous version of Proposition 9, and for suggesting a di¤erent approach for an easier proof.
